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Let (X,, IZ = I, 2, 3, ,,.J be n seqarence of independent and identically 
distributed rarrdsm Fariables, with a ommon distribution function F. Let 
the mean of F be zero aEd S,, = X1 + X2 + ,,. I= X,lI S~lppose that there 
exists 8 sequence of positive canstants B(a), 12 = 1, 9 . ..9 such that 
(1) 
where 
QQ 
%I- ,ifX (-j a,p(x)= exp(-cItla’(I+iptltl-‘tan(l --IX8 
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Define 
where 
N(t) = min{k:: Sk > g), 4: > 0, 
Zn(t) =N(nt)/B*(n), 0 G t G 1, 
lim (B( [B*(n)])/n} = 1i.m (B”( [B(,n)])/Fz} = 1. 
1’1-+ * n+- 
Here [x] denotes the greatest integer ldss than or equal to X. 
In this piaper the prolcesses under consideration take values in the func- 
tion space D = D [ 0, 1 ] of real-valued functions on [O,l] which are right con- 
tinuous with left limits, and D is endowed witlh either the Skorohod .?,- 
topology or the weaker Skorohod Ml-topology. 
Bingham [ 21 has shown that the process Zn(t) converges weakly in 
the Skorohod Ml-topology to the process 
Z(t)=inf{u:X(u)S t}, O< E’G 1, 
where 
EeiUA’(‘)= exp{-ct(ulq(l+ iflulul-ltan(#~~))}, 
c>~o,l<ar<2,-1Gp<l. (2) 
In th.is note we prove thal’: when 1 < ar < 2 and p = 1 or or = 2, Zn (t) 
converges weakly to Z(t) under the Skorolhod +topology, where by [ 2, 
ProposiTion I], Z(t) now sal:isfies 
E{e-SZ(t)) = exp{-t(8/c#‘q}, s 3 0, (3 
where c7 
dex l/a: 
=c(l+ tan2(#nar)) ‘I2 that is, Z(t) is a stable subordinator of in- 9 ’ 
It is interesting to note that when 1 < ~1< 2 and /3 = 1 or cr = 2 and F 
has positive mean 1, gha.tn [ 21 has shown that the process 
W9r)‘a converges to -X(t) weakly un.der the 
is given by (2), while Gut [4] established the 
Qconvergence. It may be remarked here that the random time change is 
poslsible in the cases under consideration mainly because of Lemma 2.1. 
In other cases (0 < ar < 2 and p < 11, Y1 (see Section 2) belongs to the 
law (see [ 6 ] ) and hence 
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2, Some? lemmas 
In what follows, unless state:d otherwise, let Sn satisfy (1) with 1 < ar < ‘2 
andp= 1 ora=2.Let 
N,, N+'V2, N1+N2+N3ve 
be the strong ascending ladder indices, that is, 
N, = min{k: Sk > O}, N, + Nz = min(k > N1: Sk > SN,}, . . . . 
and let 
be the corresponding ladder heights. Then N,, N2, N3, . . . and YI, Yz, 15 . . . 
are two sequences of independent identically distributed positive random 
variables (see [ 31). 
Define the first-passage time 
Since the 
Q(t) = min{k: “ik,l Yi > [}, t > 0. 
first passage must occur at a ladder point, we have 
From [6, Thecrem 91 it follows that there exists a sequence of num- 
bers Al(n) > 0, n = 1,2, . . . . such that 
(Y1 + Yz + l *. + Yn)/Al(?Z)’ 1 (5) 
(z denotes convergence in probability); that is, Y, is relatively stable. 
Further, from 16, Theorem 21 it follows that (5) is equivalent to . . 
x 
s W$4O-L(x) asx+-, (6) 
0 
where L is some slowly varying fuxtion and the sign - 
whose ratio when passing to the limit as stated tends to 
stants 1 (12) satisfy 
Let 0 < 8 < I and A(Q) := b&(n). (MHc: Our method of proof involves 
a raridqm time change defined in terms of 8. However, 0 is held constant 
throughout, 2nd we use it only at the end of the proof.) Then fron5’(5) 
and (7) we have, ~1s rt -+ 130, 
(Yl+ Yz + *a* + Yn)/A(Pl) $1 I/S, L(A(n))/A(n) - 1/0n. (8) 
A([A*@)~) - A14V[AQOl) r- n. 4% 
Proof, By the definition of Q we have for E > 0, 
From (8) it is easy to see th& A(n) is T :gAarly varying at infinity with 
exponent 1, and hence, as 3 --) -06, 
II n I 
A( [A*(n)@ +@I) n . . (0 + e)A( [A*(yIII)- s+e’ 
and therefore 
Similarly it can be shown that 
The lemma follows from (10) and (I 1). 0 
Since A*(n) is also regullarly varying with exponent 1, we conclude 
from Lemma 2.1 that for each t, 0 < t < 1, 
(12) 
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From (4) and [2, Theorem 21 we have 
lim P[(NI + .sI + ~Q(,,)lB*(n) x] = lim P[Z,(l) 
n-,* n-w 
= H1(X), x > 0, (13) 
where from (3), HI(x) has the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
expp-+/cp), s 3 0. 
Lemma 2.2, lim, --* Q) P[(N1 + .c. t NI,A*(,,I)/B*(n) G x] = HI(x), x 2 0. 
Prooff,, From Lemma 2. I and (13) wehave for E > 0, 
‘*’ +&j(n) ( x 
I 
-p-1 GE 
QW 
I 1 = HI(x). B*(U) ’ ’ eA*(n) 
Since&, Nz, . . . are postive-valued random variables, we get 
P 
+ l ** + N[eA*(n)(l +e)] ( x 
I 
QW 
1 9 
B*(n) eA*(n) 
GP 
+ l ** + NQ(n) < x QW -1 GE 
B*(n) . ’ eA*(n) , I 1 
GP 
l *’ + N[&g*(n)(l-e)] < x 
I 
Q(n) --I GE. 
B*(n) -- \ ’ eA*(n) I I 
From this it follows that 
P 
N1+ .‘. +N[&4*(n)(l+s)l< x _ p 1 [I Q(n) -1 >e G B*(n) eA*(n) I 1 
. . . + NQtn) 
GP < ‘C QW _ 1; < E ’ ’ y eA*(n) !, ’I -PB*(n) 1 
d + l ** +NpA*(n)(l - e)] < x w \ . 
B”(n) 1 _ 
Taking the limit as n + 00, we obtain 
Using the fact that B 00 is regularly varying with exponent au (since B(n) 
is so with exponent l/a j and A*(n) is regularly ivarying with exponent 1, 
we obtain 
lim sup P 
Nz + l a’ + N[en*(n)(r+e)] G x = 
n-,w B*($- 1 
.*e + yeA* < x 
B”(g) (1-k CE)” 1 4 HI(x). 
This !can be written as 
Em sup 
n-+- 
Pr 
Nl + ‘9’ + N[eA*(n)] 
L B*(n) 
Gy r;H&y(l+e)“). 1 
Letting e + 0, we have finally 
lim sup 
n-+- 
sinr:e HI is continuous. Similarly, 
lim inf P 
+ l .a + N[eA,*(n)] 
*--G y 2 &(Y), 
n+- B"(n) 1 
and the proof sf the iemma is comp!ete. 0 
Since the mean of X1 is zero, we have from [ 5, ch. 6, Theorem I.61 
that 
Further 
ence from [ 6, Theorem 41 A’, beloings to the omain of attraction of a pas- 
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itive stable law Hz(x) with exponent p, that is, there exists a sequence of pos- 
itive constants C&n), n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
lim P[(A$ + . . . +N,)/C~(n)G x] =H#), x 2 0. 
n-,m 
( 4) 3 
It may be noted that in our case p = 1 /a since in general p = 1- G, &O) 
= h + (l/~cy) arc tan(-p tan @~FQ)), which is equal to l/a if and only if * 
l<cu<2andfl=lora!= 2 (see for example [2]). Further, we notice 
that the two stable random variables with distribution functions .I&?&) 
and H2 (x) above differ only by a scalar multiplier. Hence in (14) it is 
possible to choose a new sequence of constants C(nj, n = l., 2, l ... which r 
differ from Cl(n), n = 1, 2, . . . . only by a scalar multiplier independent of 
n, to obtain 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and (IS) is that, as n -j 00, 
B*([A(n)/Vlj h* C(n). (16) 
Lemma 2.3. If C&(t) = (Y, + Y2 + . . . + Yi,,])/A(n), 0 G t G 1, ‘hen UJt) 
converges weakly to W(t) = tf0 under the J,-topology. 
Proof. From (8) and the fact that A(n) is regularly varying with exponent 
1 it follows <that Un(t) converges in distribution to U(t) for each t. The 
lemma follolws now by a straightforward application of [ +7? Theorem 2.71. 
3. The main theorem 
eorem 3.1. Let Sn satisfy (1) with 1 < a < 2 and /3 = 1 (W CI = 2. Then 
Z,(t) converges to the process Z(tjgiven by (3) weakly under the Skorohod 
+topo3ogy. 
roof. Fro,m 7, Theorem 2.71 it follows that the process 
converges weakly in the J,+opology to the process Z(t) given by (3). In 
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view of (16 j, this implies that the process 
converges to the sarncz limit process Z(t) weakly under the J1-topology. 
Define the random change of time 
if Q(n) < 1 
’ A*(n) ’ 
otherwise. 
In what follows, convergence in probability will be in the sense of ran- 
dom elemenes, as in [ 1, p. 241; here the metrilc 13 is a metric generating 
the J1-topology, as in [ 1, ch. 31. The first step is to prove that #n(t) con- 
verges in probability to #(6) = t. To accomplish this,,. note that 
QWn)P 
n = inf(u: Up1(U) > t). 
From Lemma 2.3, since the first-passage time function is I&-continuous 
(see WI), we conclude that Q(tA(n))/n converges weakly to e*(t) = t0 
under the Skorohod &-topology. Since the limit process (degenerate) is 
continuous, Q(tA(n))/n converges (weakly under the +topology (see [ 1, 
p. 1511). Further, since b*(t) is a constant-valued radnom element, weak 
convergence is equivalent to convergence in probability (see [ 1 z p. 251). 
Thus me have shown th;jt Q(tA(n))/n converges inprobability to @*(.t). 
Finally, Q(!A(n))/n’and Q(tn)/A*(n) converge to the same limit process 
#P(t), and thi s proves the assertion that &(t) converges in probability to 
b(t) = f. 
From [ 1, Theorem 4,.4], (Zt*, &) converges weakly to (Z, 9) relative 
to the product opology. Since the composition x0 y = x(y(t)) is conti- 
nuous at (x, y) if x E D aqd y is a strictly increasing continuous function 
(see [8]), (Zi* 0 #n )(t) converges to (Zo #)(t) = Z(t) weakly under the 
+topo!crgy. But (2;” 0 #n)(t) = Zn(t) if Q(n)/A*(n) G 1, the probability 
of which goes to I since 8 < 1. This establishes the theorem. 0 
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